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Tagging your content is a foundational tool in Social Media Marketing. Most platforms
utilize hashtags in some way, and each a little differently. This handbook will guide you
through the steps to getting the most from hashtags on your key platforms. Move
through these steps for each social media channel you are using and create a
specialized list for your target audience(s).

Hashtags are an essential tool for getting your content out to more people.
Strategically tagging your posts and stories can put your content in front of the people
who truly want to read, watch, and engage with what you are offering. The degree your
content is seen by users is called your reach, and hashtags are all about expanding
your reach. 

What Are Hashtags?

Hashtags are clickable words, statements, questions, or even a series of numbers,
symbols, and emojis with a pound sign/hashtag (#) symbol at the front. You can turn
almost anything into a hashtag. This potential for tagging can be a lot of fun and highly
effective for growing your reach if used well. If used poorly it can also mean you are
putting extra time and energy into something that is not only unhelpful but can also
hinder the reach of your content. 

Strategically using hashtags on your social media stories and posts can do several things:

1.Put your content in front of new potential followers. People can follow hashtags, which means they could see
your content in their personal feed without following you. This is how you can reach more people than those who
already follow you.

2. Connect you and your work with a community. Using community-specific hashtags can expand your reach to
other, untapped members of that community. For example, using a community and location tag can such as
#yogaalberta will now connect you with users who also follow the #yogaalberta hashtag, and locate your business
within their community.

Using tags is a free and simply way to grow your reach and build your connection to your core community online. 

WHAT AND
WHY OF
HASHTAGS
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Why Use Hashtags?



 

It can feel overwhelming when you see the rage of possible hashtags to choose from
and using hashtags strategically is essential for success. That is why we created this
handbook. Take it one step at a time, and  before you know it you will have a Master
Hashtag List that you can use to tag your content and engage with the people who are
looking for exactly what you have to offer.  
 

How to 
Use 
Hashtags
A 4 Step Guide to getting the most
from your hashtags.

Step 1: Brainstorm
Step 2: Kick Start Your Master List
Step 3: Get to Know Your Tags
Step 4: Strategically Expand Your List

Steps to a Master Hashtag List:
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STEP 1:
BRAINSTORM
List all the words, statements, and/or questions relating to your service
and brand. 
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Circle 10 of the most relevant words, statements, and/or questions from
your brainstorm.Think about what your clients would search for to find
you and what you have to offer.



Hashtags fall into a few different categories, here is a list of the
most common types of tags:

STEP 2: KICK
START YOUR
MASTER LIST

FROM YOUR BRAINSTORM, TURN YOUR 10 SELECTED WORDS,

PHRASES, AND QUESTIONS INTO HASHTAGS.

 

1. #

2. #

3. #

4. #

5. #

6. #

7. #

8. #

9. #

10. #

Event specific
Location
Community group
Relevant Phrases
Product or Service

Seasonal
Daily 
Acronym
Emoji
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post or story, but your content may get lost
in the masses of posts that also used the
same tag. 

The hashtags that will bring your content to
those who want to see it the most are more
than likely niche or branded tags. That is
not to say never use popular tags (typically
tags over a couple million posts), just don’t
rely on them to get the job done. Use a mix
of highly popular, somewhat popular and
niche or branded hashtags in each post to
connect with your target clients.

SIDE
NOTE Let’s take a moment and dive

deeper into what makes a
hashtag useful. 

#happy (667M Posts)

#fitness (482M Posts)

#lifestyle (302M Posts)

#gym (225M Posts)

#workout (196M Posts)

#health (147M posts)

#yoga (104M Posts)

#success (79.6M Posts)
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First, is it relevant to your post, business
and target market? Dropping a post
highlighting your new studio space and
then tagging it with #homelife may not 
 land your content in front of those who
would love to see it.

Second, just because it’s popular doesn’t
mean it will bring you the attention you
desire. Below you will see a list of some of 
the most frequently used Health & Wellness
related hashtags on Instagram. And sure,
you could use a couple of these to tag your 

Top Health & Wellness Hashtags (as of January 2022):

#crossfit (65.5M Posts)

#wellness (54.1M Posts)

#support (39.2M Posts)

#massage (12.7M Posts)

#lifecoach (11.8M Posts)

#therapy (11.2M Posts)

#goodhealth (1.2M Posts)
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S Now, type each of the hashtags you have created
into the search bar of your chosen social media
account.

Most major platforms will show you the number of
posts that have used that particular hashtag as well
as other related hashtags. Write down 20 related
hashtags in the space below. Remember to use a
mix of highly popular, somewhat popular, and niche
or branded tags. 

09. #

07. # 17. #

16. #06. #

05. # 15. #

04. # 14. #

03. # 13. #

02. # 12. #

01. # 11. #

18. #08. #

10. # 20. #

19. #
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Check out the profiles of your engaged
followers, competitors, colleagues,
community groups, or businesses that
offer similar services as you.

Take some time and scour each
account, check out their content and
learn which posts have the most
engagement. 

Write down what hashtags they are
using the most and list the top three
for each profile on the next page (there
is space to list 5 accounts but you can
always do more).

STEP 4:
STRATEGICALLY
EXPAND YOUR
LIST
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1.
           a. #
           b. #
           c. #

2.
           a. #
           b. #
           c. #

3.
           a. #
           b. #
           c. #

4.
           a. #
           b. #
           c. #

5.
           a. #
           b. #
           c. #
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REPEAT STEP 3
WITH THIS NEW
LIST

Add this new list of 15 hashtags to your
Master Hashtag List below. Remember to
use a mix of highly popular, somewhat
popular, and niche or branded hashtags.
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1. #
2. #
3. #
4. #
5. #
6. #
7. #
8. #
9. #
10. #
11. #
12. #
13. #
14. #
15. #
16. #
17. #
18. #

 

19. #
20. #
21. #
22. #
23. #
24. #
25. #
26. #
27. #
28. #
29. #
30. #
31. #
32. #
33. #
34. #
35. #

 



NEXT STEPS

Congratulations, you
now have a list of 35
hashtags you can use
for your content. 

BUT WAIT! DON’T USE THEM ALL AT ONCE!

Instagram will allow you to use up to 30 hashtags on a single post and up to
10 hashtags on a story. It may seem like a situation where if a little is good
than more is better, but that is not so. More hashtags does not always equal
a bigger reach. If your hashtags are not relevant to your post then many
social media platform's algorithms are less likely to get your posts seen.
Focus your hashtags to engage with truly interested users. 

There are a lot of different perspectives on how many hashtags you should
use with any one post or story. The current consensus is around 11
hashtags for a post and 3-5 for a story. There really is no one rule for
everyone here, so play around, see what works best for your profile. 

Remember to have fun and keep an eye on how your hashtags perform with
each post. Over time you will learn which ones are working for you and
which ones you can replace. Be sure to update your Master List every few
months to keep your hashtags relevant and engaging. 
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dotandlinedigital.com
info@dotandlinedigital.com
@dotandlinedigital

Congratulations!
 

You now have a Master Hashtag List.
Time to get tagging.

http://dotandlinedigital.com/
https://www.instagram.com/dotandlinedigital/

